
 
CD21 & CDR21 Radio Codes 

 

 
 
Once the radio is reinstalled or the battery is reconnected, the word "CODE", with a 
flashing letter "C", and the digits 1-0 appear in the display. Prior to use, the correct code 
must be entered via the multifunction (number) keys. 
 
To obtain serial number:  Press ‘tone’, then 8 and 0 simultaneously. "Becker" appears. 
Press ‘station up’ arrow on right. "PR-VERS" appears. Press one of numbered buttons 
below display, directly below the LCD arrowheads (try a few). The model number will 
appear. Press station up arrow on right. "SERIAL N" will appear. Press the numbered 
button again. The serial number will appear. 
Or, if the radio is out of the car the then the serial number is on the label. 
 
To enter code:  The radio code is entered by pressing the multifunction (number) keys 
in sequence. After the first digit is entered, the word "CODE" disappears and the number 
is displayed followed by three dashes. As digits are entered, the next line in sequence 
flashes. When all four numbers have been entered, the first digit flashes. At this time you 
can overwrite the code as often as necessary. To correct any error, you must enter the 
complete code. Once the correct code is displayed, enter by pushing the ‘station up’ arrow 
on the right. 
 
If you have entered an incorrect code, the word "CODE" reappears in the display. The 
system allows two more attempts for a total of three. After three incorrect attempts, 
"WAIT" is displayed. A ten-minute time interval must lapse before you can attempt the 
coding process. You have three more chances to enter the proper code at this time. After 
nine attempts at code entry and three waiting periods of ten minutes each, the radio will 
"WAIT" for sixty minutes. After sixty minutes, you will have three more attempts at code 
entry. Should you fail at this point, "WAIT" will appear, and sixty minutes must pass 
before you can make another attempt. 
 
Attention: The radio must be on during the waiting period. 



CD22 & CDR22 Radio Codes 

                    
To obtain serial number:  Hold down the TP button for at least 10 seconds after you 
turn the radio on. "Becker 1" will be displayed. Rotate the right knob (slowly) and it will 
display the Becker model number. Then rotate it again and the serial number should be 
displayed on the radio. Or, if the radio is out of the car the then the serial number is on 
the label. 
 
If the radio is disconnected from the power supply, it is theft protected on reconnection.  
After switching ON, the prompt CODE, followed by 4 stars, is displayed: 
 

 
 

To enter code:  The 4-digit code must be entered using the multifunction number 
buttons 1-0. Each star is extinguished as the code is entered.  The unit switches back on 
automatically after entering the 4th digit, provided the code has been entered correctly. 
 

 
 

If an incorrect code is entered, the prompt CODE with four stars is displayed again.  After 
entering the incorrect code 3 times, WAIT is displayed, and the unit is disabled for 60 
minutes.  3 further incorrect entries will block the unit for a further 60 minutes. 
 

 
 

The waiting time applies only to ignition and unit switched on. 


